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Ok kids
fasten your
seat belts...

Nervous,
Andres?

Settle yourself,
Selene, we’re
almost there.

Landing
makes everyone
nervous, Mrs
Kadi...

No, it
doesn’t, Mr
Jakov!
You don’t
think so,
Denisa?

Look at
Jorge.
Zzzzz.
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I can’t wait
to show my
prototype!

Sharing ideas,
that’s what the Blue
Energy Lab is for.

and to figure out
how the sea can give
us all the energy that
has been kept secret
forever.

...the sea currents are
humanity’s future!

...see, using this
structure we could capture
the wind and...

...but the real
energy is in the
temperature
gradient!

Welcome to
Malta, ladies
and gentlemen.

Why the
biomass? Think
about it!

Pff! But
you’re not taking
into account the
salinity and its
potential...

And what
about the
waves?

It’s all
there, right
under our noses,
can’t you
see?

And it’s so
beautiful!

If only
everyone
knew...
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Very
interesting....

Everyone
will know everyone!

The rest
is all lies!

They’ll
know that I’m
a hero!

There’s
nothing for us
in the sea!

What we
need is in oil...
plastic...

iron... and
coal!

Science
has it all
wrong!

Today I’ll
stop these
so-called
energies from
making any
changes!

And the
world will carry
on as it always
has.
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I grabbed
you just in
time...
Can you
hear me
woman?

before you
deceived the
world...

so what
do you say
to that?

Go to hell!
I’m not changing
my plans, tonight
I will strike!

What?!

No, no,

no!

I’ll take
the energy from
the island in secret
and then publicly give
it back, and everyone
will see what kind
of hero I am!

Everything
will stay as
it is!

No one
needs to change
the world!
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We’d like to thank
the Interreg-MED program
that made all of this
possible...

...and most
importantly, thank you
to our kind guests who
have come from all
over Europe...
...and to
their ideas that
they will share with
us shortly.

The sea
covers seventy
percent of the globe
and it’s still a
mystery to us!

Each one of us can do our part in
combining the beauty of the sea with
human science for a brighter
future for everyone.

What we do know
is that it’s full of
resources, full of
clean and renewable
energy... the Blue
Energies!

I’m Doctor
Henz T. Etzy and I
want to welcome
you to the Blue
energy Lab!

What
the?!

Now we’ll
start off with
showing a few
results from
last year...

I don’t
think so
Henz.

Huh?

Who is
that?
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It’s time
to learn to
respect the real
energy! I’m Nimby
and this is
my power!

Aaagghhh!
The cliff!

Help!

Aaagghh!
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Nngh!

Mr Jakov!
Where are the
others?

Give me
your hand
Andres!

Here are
Selene and
Denisa!

And Jorge!
Now
we’re only
missing
Mrs Kadi!

I’m here... it’s
the power that’s
missing.

What’s
going on?
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Ye-yes,
it’s obviously
his fault. he was
wearing what seemed
like a kind of hydrocarbon armour...
but it is so...

That guy,
that Nimby, is
a criminal... a
crook! Did you see
what she was
wearing?

Fossil fuels...
scrap metal...
nuclear energy... he
wants to stop us
from using the
Blue Energies!

...crazy! he
said we have to
respect the “true
energy”! And all
that electricity
and power...

Yes, and he
won’t be able to!
Now isn’t the time
for questions,
guys.

You’re right,
people are in danger...
let’s get to it!
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Ahhh!
All according
to plans!

Move
onto phase
2!

H-help!

B-but...!

Was
that you? I
owe you my
Who are
life!
you? How did
you...

Ugghh!

Are you
really? I...
I can’t
believe
it!
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You’re
worn out.
Come here, this
rock is about to
fall from the
cliff!

Doctor Etzy!

Are you and your
friend ok?

You!

We managed
to save
everyone.

It’s wasn’t
easy, but everyone’s ok.

And that
Nimby?

If only
we had a bit
of thermal
energy to fight
him with...
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Champions...
But wind
energy is
cleaner!

What did
you say?

Yeah, but the
one from marine
current is less
expensive!

...we need
champions.

Guys,
please, not
now.

I...this
sea...

A
tsunami!

Watch out!

Wait...
where... where
is everyone?

Nngh!
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Vanished!

You again!
I thought I’d managed to get away from
all you scientists...
you impostors... you
thieves of the
future!
We’ll
do something
about that.

You
haven’t
seen her,
have you
Doctor?

My instruments
have detected a
peak in the energy,
right here!

You’re
crazy and a
lost cause,
Nimby...

Something
that only happened to me in
the presence of
a... dangerous
woman.

...you’re
already
rusty and you
don’t even
realize.

...did you
imagine
it this
bright?
Uh?

You were
talking about
the future
before,
Henz...
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W-what
happened to
us? I can... I can
control the
salinity!

The
biomass...the
seaweed...are
all under my
command! It
can’t be...

And I can
control the
thermal gradient!
What strange kind
of powers are
these?

It’s not
scientifically
possible! And
yet..I can feel
and control
the sea
currents!

It gave
me the power
of the wind...
and I’m ready
to use it!
It’s the
magic of the
Mediterranean!
And it gave me
the power of
the waves!
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Ahh you
poor clowns.
You have nothing
against my
hydrocarbon!

Ngh!

AAah!
Oh crap, what
do we do? Do
we attack?

Aaaah!

Stop!

Ungh!

Yes!

It’s
too strong
guys...

Nice
move,
Denisa!

These
powers are
given to us for
a reason,
right?
It’s
too strong
for one of
us...

...but not
for all of us
together.

We will not
let Mediterranean down!
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Noooo!

N-nobody
can change the
world...
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...nobody....

Look at the
destruction you
caused Nimby...

...I... I...
I...

You already
have changed
the world... for
the worst!

I-I...
I am the
hero...

Wow.
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No one
can... I...
hero...

Months have passed and
everything is back to normal.

Ideas are becoming
prototypes...

Actually, we’ve
never been better!

...and soon humanity
will have the energy
of the sea...

...in all its
forms.

...masses are coming
from all over
Europe to see the
new technology...

Portugal,
Slovenia, Italy...

...Greece, Cyprus,
Spain, Croatia...

...and to see for
themselves who
saved Malta and
the sea’s energy...
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...the champions of
the Mediterranean!

There are still threats...
people that don’t believe
in us... shady dealings...

But there’s
nothing to worry
about.
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Now my
energy is safe,
they will give it
to everyone and
they will fight
for it.

Isn’t
that right
Doctor?

And we’ll be
there, ready
to help.

Ah ah,
dear Henz.

This is a
beauty, don’t
you think?

It is a
beauty, but
not only
that...

beauty and
science...
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Afterword:
Just as water is life-giving, nourishment and food, so is the sea a mother for all the
people who love it and cherish it. We imagined our Mediterranean as a beautiful
woman, who gradually reveals her resources and energy to us humans. Unfortunately
there are those who, for greed or ignorance, neglect or exploit this huge capital and
who, for short term profit, inflict environmental damages, deplete resources, cause
inequality among people and loss of human life.
Project MAESTRALE, financed by the InterregMED program and coordinated by
the Ecodynamics Group of the University of Siena, counterposes the senseless
exploitation of the marine environment and the persevering of the usual habits such as the use of fossil fuels, practice that compromises the integrity of our climate
and our health with ever increasing social costs to maintain – to the design, the study
and realization of solutions compatible with nature. Solutions that would allow us to
collect what is in nature renewable and thus, always, available.
The superheroes described in our story draw their various powers from the unlimited
and renewable generosity of the Mediterranean and She chooses them to be her
allies because they are willing to. Their intervention brings benefits to the people, the
islands, the economy and all the nations.
We must defeat the cruel Nimby, the conservative and devious rival to true progress,
an entity which lives a little inside each one of us. The term “Nimby” is used to show
the tendency to oppose renewable energies, often for unrealistic reasons; it means
“not in my backyard”. The first important renewable energy we have is knowledge and
it allows us to find the best and sometimes the most beautiful, solutions. Knowledge
does not deplete, on the contrary! The more it spreads, the greater the benefits.
Scientist Henz T. Hetzy knows this. He knows the power of scientific research and he
appreciates the union of “beauty and science”*. However he also knows that nothing
is free and at a certain point, takes care of this woman, the suffering Mediterranean.
We must make every effort so things can actually change for the better and Nimby
can be defeated.
The placement in Mediterranean sea of solutions drawing power from marine energy
is still in its early stages and it is more complex than in the Northern European seas.
This is not an excuse, however, for a change of mind about collecting energy from
an unlimited and renewable source. 2/3 of the earth’s surface is covered by water.
Marine energies must rapidly rise on our list of priorities, all the way to first places.

* English edition: Enzo Tiezzi (2004) Beauty and Science. WIT Press, Southampton, UK.

